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Wajaoo abahum AAishaanyabkoona
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Wajaoo AAala qameesihibidamin kathibin qala bal sawwalat lakum anfusukumamran fasabrun jameelun waAllahu
almustaAAanuAAala ma tasifoona
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Malayalam Translation | Cheriyamudam Abdul Hammed Madani & Kunchi Muhammed Parapur

ENGLISH Translation – Abdur Raheem As-Saranbi

[12:16] And they came to their father at ‘Isha crying.

[12:17] They said “O our father, we went competing and left Yusuf with our belongings, so he was
eaten by the wolf and you will not believe us even though we have been truthful”.

[12:18] And they came (standing) on his shirt with false blood, he said “Bal, rather your souls have
made the matter seem light to you, so beautiful patience, and Allah is the One Sought for help against
all that you say”.

ENGLISH TAFSIR – Abdur Raheem As-Saranbi

[16] In the previous ayah we saw how the brothers of Yusuf (as) had done their evil deed. Now their
evil was not simply a thought that they had in their mind but it was an action that they had carried
out. They had taken this jealousy and hatred that they had for Yusuf (as) and transformed into an act
of unspeakable evil. They put a young and defenseless child at the
bottom of a deep well. They violated the Law of Allah (swt). They betrayed their trust to their brother,
to their father, and most importantly to their Creator. Now that their crime had been committed they
had to cover it up. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us how they tried to cover up their crime. They knew
that they could not cover up what they had done with Allah (swt). But as we said they were more
worried about the creation than they were about the Creator. They were a people who had become
heedless of Allah (swt). So we see in this ayah how they tried to cover up their crime with their father.
 
Allah (swt) tells us “And they came to their father at ‘Isha crying”. ‘Isha is the early part of the
night. It is the time in which dinner is served. It is the time in which people are the most relaxed and
the most content. The brothers purposely chose this time to return to their father in. There are
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the most content. The brothers purposely chose this time to return to their father in. There are
several reasons for this. One reason is because now it would have been too late to go and search for
Yusuf (as). Their father could not have now told them to return and search for Yusuf (as). It was too
late because the land was now covered in darkness. The dawn also was many hours away. Another
reason for their coming at this time was because this is the time in which their father would have been
the mellowest and the most at peace. It was the time of relaxation and unwinding after a long and
hard day. Another reason was because they hoped that
the darkness of the night would cover the expressions on their faces. They knew that they had to lie
to their father. They had to pretend as if they were sad when in reality they were very happy. So they
had hoped that the darkness of the night would aid them in this deception. So they came to their
father at this early hour of the night.
 
One lesson that we can take from this is to see that ‘Isha is a special time in which to build social
relationships. This is a time in which people are relaxed. This is a time in which dinner is served. For
some reason people feel more free and open to talk at this time of the night. It is said that Abu Bakr
(ra) used to go and visit the soldiers in the Muslim army at this time of night. He (ra) would talk to
them about their problems and try to find out their needs. ‘Isha is a time in which people open up and
they become more forthcoming about what is on their minds. Something about the night time makes
them open up in this way. So this is a good time in which we can become close to the people. Once we
have become close to them then we can talk to the about Allah (swt) and remind them about their
Creator. We can remind them of their obligation to
worship and serve Allah (swt).
 
We can then notice in the ayah how they came to their father crying. Not only did they cry when they
spoke with their father, but they were crying as they walked into the door. They came in crying. Of
course all of this was pure deception. They were not truly sad that Yusuf (as) was gone. They were
not regretful of what they had done. This was all deception in order to fool their father. They were so
starved for his love and affection that they were willing to do anything.
Remember that these were grown men. Only a short while ago they were boasting about how strong
and powerful they were. Now look how they were debasing themselves by crying like small children.
This shows us the extent of their deception and lies. They were willing to say anything and do anything
in order to trick their father. Once again this show us how far people can go in evil. When some people
resolve to do a certain evil then there is nothing that they will not do.
They will tell every lie. They will break every bridge. They will do whatever it is that needs to be done in
order to accomplish their evil and reach their objective. Such is the condition of a people  who have
become heedless of Allah (swt). Such is the condition of a people who have forgotten the purpose of
their existence. May Allah (swt) save us from becoming like them! One lesson that we can take from
this is that we must try not to be deceived by the emotions of people. Sometimes people can cry but
their tears are false. Even though what they are showing us is extreme sorrow and regret, what is in
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their tears are false. Even though what they are showing us is extreme sorrow and regret, what is in
their hearts is actually the opposite of this. Their hearts are hiding the opposite of what their faces
are showing. So we need to be careful. We should always study the entire situation instead of being
fooled by false emotions. May Allah (swt) aid us in this! May Allah (swt) save us from being fooled by
the deception and the lies of those who are heedless of Him (swt)!
 
 
[17] In the previous ayah Allah (swt) had told us about how the brothers of Yusuf (as) had returned
to their father crying. They had done their evil deed of placing Yusuf (as) in the well and now they had
returned to their father crying. Through this display of emotion and grief they hoped to deceive their
father. They hoped that they could still win his love even though they had done an action that was
most displeasing to him. Even if their father did not know of the evil that they did
when they placed Yusuf (as) in the well, their father can still see that they had failed in their duty to
protect Yusuf (as) when they had promised that they would. Despite this they still hoped to win his
love through their false tears. So in this ayah they try to show their father how what had happened
was not their fault. They try to show their father that they are not to be blamed for the
disappearance of Yusuf (as). Once again we see the extent of their deception. The extent of their
evil. This is how far in evil a soul will go when it has become heedless of Allah (swt). In order to save
ourselves from becoming like them we have to always strive to remember Allah (swt). We have to
always remember that Allah (swt) is even more Aware of us with every moment that passes than we
are of our ourselves. Based on this realization we have to always strive to do the deeds that are
pleasing to Him (swt). Then perchance He (swt) may be pleased with us and
perchance He (swt) may guide us.
 
Allah (swt) begins this ayah by telling us how they said “O our father”. Right here they try to
establish a close and intimate relationship with their father. They are calling out to him. They are
seeking to come closer to him. Notice here the extent of their deception and the extent of their evil.
They had done just an act that they knew was most displeasing to their father. They knew how much
their father loved Yusuf (as). They knew that what they did would break his heart. But still they did
this great evil, and now they approach their father seeking nearness to him. They call out to him and
tell him that they want to be near to him. See how heedless they are of Allah (swt). See how arrogant
and proud they are. They only care about themselves. If they get the love of their father then they
are happy. They do not care that they have to hurt their father. They do not care about the suffering
that they had to put young Yusuf (as) through. They do not care that they have violated the Law of
their Creator. They only care about themselves. Such is the state of a heart that has become distant
from Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from ever having a heart like that!
 
Then Allah (swt) tells us how the brothers said “we went competing and left Yusuf with our
belongings”. The word “competing” in this ayah refers to a sport that they played where they
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belongings”. The word “competing” in this ayah refers to a sport that they played where they
competed with each other. Some scholars have said that it is racing but in reality it could be any sport.
However the key point for us to note is that they are saying that when they were off playing this
game that was when they left Yusuf (as) with their belongings. So they claim that their game
distracted them from watching over Yusuf (as). They were so busy competing with each other, and so
caught up in their game that it distracted them from watching Yusuf (as). They had left Yusuf (as)
alone with their belongings and they were not watching over him (as) as they were supposed to. So
they are trying to convince their father that their negligence was not their own doing. They really
wanted to look after Yusuf (as) but they had gotten distracted by their competition. This was the
claim that they made. One lesson that we can take from this is to see how competition over worldly
matters distracts us from what is important in our lives. Such is nature of competition. You get so
caught up in what you are doing and you get so caught up in winning that it distracts you from the
more important matters in life. Such as your duties and obligations to your Creator. Allah (swt) did not
put us on this earth to compete with each other. Allah (swt) did not put us on this earth to gain the
most of this world as possible. Allah (swt) put us on this earth to worship and serve Him (swt). So
if we are going to compete in anything we should compete in the deeds that are pleasing to Allah
(swt). We should compete in doing more and more possible to please our Lord and Master. Such is the
competition that Allah (swt) likes to see from us. May Allah (swt) help us to always remember this fact!
 
Then the brothers say, “so he was eaten by the wolf”. Here the brothers link the fact that Yusuf
(as) was supposedly eaten with the fact that they had left him alone with their  belongings. They make
a connection between their negligence and the tragedy that befell their brother. So what we can see
from here is that they do not absolve themselves completely of
blame. They do admit that to some extent they are at fault. They admit that they should have known
better than to leave a young child alone in a land where the wolves roam. They are blaming themselves
in this way even though they are so desperately seeking to come close to their father.
 
So one lesson that we can take from this is to see that the guilt of people will manifest itself in one
way or another. No matter how much people try to hide the evil that they have done, it will always
show in one way or another. This is because deep down inside they know that they have done wrong.
Deep down inside they know that Allah (swt) is Aware of the evil that they have done and they know
that they cannot escape Him (swt). So we should realize that any path that we take where we turn
away from Allah (swt) is a path in which we will never reach success and never find happiness.
Whatever Shaitan may promise us we should know that it is all lies. Any path of sin is a path of ruin
and a path that we will regret. Deep down inside our own souls know that we have done evil and this
will eat away at us from the inside. So even in this life we will never find true peace. The evil of what
we have done will consume us. This is to say nothing of what will happen to us when we return to Allah
(swt) in the Hereafter. May Allah (swt) save us! May Allah (swt) help us to always remember this fact
the next time Shaitan comes to us and prompts us to do evil!
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the next time Shaitan comes to us and prompts us to do evil!
 
Finally the brothers of Yusuf (as) say, “you will not believe us even though we have been
truthful”. Deep down inside they know that what they are saying is a lie. So deep down inside they
know that their father will never believe them. So they themselves even admit the fact that Yaqoob
(as) is not going to believe them. Before he (as) actually tells them that he (as) is not going to believe
them, they themselves admit this. This once again goes to show us that the deceiver will never be
successful. In one way or another his deception will be discovered. It could even be that he himself will
admit to his deception as the brothers of Yaqoob (as) implicitly did here by telling their father that he
(as) would never believe them. Thus we are reminded once again of how displeasing lying is to Allah
(swt). May Allah (swt) save us from it! Notice also how they say that they have been truthful instead
of saying that they are truthful. They are trying to tell their father that not only are they telling the
truth now but also that they have been telling the truth all along. They claim that they were speaking
the truth when they said that they were sincere well-wishers for Yusuf (as). They claim that they were
speaking the truth when they said that they would protect Yusuf (as) and that how no wolf could
overcome them since they were a strong group. They are claiming that all of this was the truth and
that they had never lied to their father. When in reality it was all a lie and even this what they are
saying now is a lie as well. Thus we once again see the evil of these people. We once again see the evil
of a heart that has forgotten Allah (swt). May Allah (swt) save us from ever having such a heart!
 
[18] In the previous ayah we saw how the brothers came to Yaqoob (as) and they presented to him
their excuse as to why they did not return with Yusuf (as). They claimed that the young boy was
eaten by a wolf while they were negligent of him. They knew that what they were saying was a lie.
They knew that their father would never believe them. Deep down inside they realized the great evil
that they had done. So we saw that even when they presented their excuse it could be seen that it
was a lie. In this ayah Allah (swt) tells us of the evidence that they brought to support what they
were saying and He (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as). Notice again the kind of
heart that Yaqoob (as) has and the kind of heart that these brothers have. One is heart that is
attached to Allah (swt) and one is a heart that is distant from Him (swt).
One is a model for you to strive to emulate and the other is a model for you to strive to avoid. May
Allah (swt) give us the enabling grace!
 
Allah (swt) begins this ayah by saying “And they came (standing) on his shirt with false
blood”. This was the evidence that they brought to prove that what they were speaking was the
truth. They brought Yusuf (as)’s shirt stained with blood. The scholars say that they had killed a goat
or a similar animal and splashed its blood all over the shirt. They then presented this
shirt to their father as evidence for what they had claimed in the previous ayah. As Allah (swt) tells us
in the ayah this was the evidence that they were standing on. Their entire claim rested on this shirt.
However what they had forgotten to do was tear the shirt before showing it to their father. The shirt
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However what they had forgotten to do was tear the shirt before showing it to their father. The shirt
was perfectly intact with no tears or rips in it. Now of course if the boy had been attacked by a wolf
then the shirt would have been torn. This shirt however was perfectly intact. It
just had blood on it. So this clearly showed Yaqoob (as) that their story was a lie. It clearly showed
him (as) how everything that they had spoken was a lie. Here we see not only their evil but also their
foolishness and their haste.
 
Thus one lesson that we can take from this part of the ayah is to see that haste and lack of planning
are the ways of Shaitan and those whom Allah (swt) is displeased with. These brothers brought to
their father an evidence that could easily be seen was not credible. Allah (swt) describes the blood in
the ayah as “false blood”. This not only shows us that the blood was really that of Yusuf (as)’s but it
also shows us that the blood was not believable. Thus the evidence that they brought can clearly be
seen as false. The only reason for this was haste and lack of preparation. They did not think out their
plan. They did not consider all of the possibilities and options. They just rushed through their plan and
tried to complete it as quickly as possible. Because of this they made some critical mistakes and so
their guilt was easily discovered. It was
only Shaitan that made them rush through their plan like this. Not only does Shaitan want them to
disobey Allah (swt) but he also wants to see them fail. He wants to see them in misery both in this life
and the next. So he made them act in haste. He made them rush through what they did. In order to
save ourselves from this we always have to take the proper time in everything that we do. We should
not rush through anything. We should always remember that just by doing a particular action that is
pleasing to Allah (swt) we are being rewarded. Every moment in which we spend making the effort is a
moment for which we will be rewarded if we keep our intention only for Allah (swt). So it is not the
outcome of our actions that should be so important but rather the effort. We should always have a
hope that Allah (swt) will reward us if we try our best. Once we have the reward from Allah (swt) then
this should be all that matters. May Allah (swt) give us the
enabling grace to always remember this fact!
 
Then Allah (swt) tells us what was the response of Yaqoob (as) to what the brothers had said and to
the shirt that they had brought “Bal, rather your souls have made the matter seem light to
you”. First notice the Arabic word “Bal”, this word is used to reject or negate an idea. Allah (swt)
Knows best as to whether Yaqoob (as) rejected their entire story or whether he (as) only rejected
their claim of being innocent. In either case we see here that Yaqoob (as) did not accept what they
were saying. Yaqoob (as) can see the guilt that is manifesting itself from them. Then he (as) tells them
that their souls have made the matter seem light to them. Yaqoob (as) is telling them that their souls
have made the great evil that they have done seem small to them. They had done great evil. They
had lied to their father. They had hurt or possibly even killed their
brother. They had failed in their responsibility to take care of him. They had broken the promise that
they had made. They had allowed this jealousy to take root within themselves and grow. All of these
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they had made. They had allowed this jealousy to take root within themselves and grow. All of these
are actions of great evil. All of these are actions that are most displeasing to Allah (swt). But their
souls had made all of this evil seem like nothing to them. So corrupted had their hearts become. So
heedless were they of Allah (swt) that they could not even recognize the great evil
that they had done.
 
This then is one of the dangers of forgetting Allah (swt). When you fail to remember your Lord and
Master then you become a slave of your lusts and desires. Soon you start behaving only upon your
instincts. If something feels good to you then you will do it. You will not care about how pleasing or
displeasing that action may be to Allah (swt). Since you have allowed yourself to become blind to the
Reality of Allah (swt), the devil has then taken over your heart. Such is the
situation of those who have forgotten their Lord. Then their souls prompt them to do all manners of
evil and they do not see a problem with them doing it. They just go wherever their instincts lead them.
The evil that they do does not bother them. The fact that they are disobeying the One Who brought
them into existence and the One Who maintains their existence does not bother them. They do evil
upon evil and they see it as nothing. They just go wherever their desires lead them, and they do not
even realize how far their lusts have taken them away from the One Who is the Purpose for all
existence. May Allah (swt) save us from ever becoming like them!
 
Allah (swt) then tells us how Yaqoob (as) said “so beautiful patience”. What else can  Yaqoob (as)
do at this time other than have patience? How great was the calamity that had befallen this man? First
he (as) had lost Yusuf (as), the son whom he loved and cherished more than any other human being on
this earth. Not only did he lose Yusuf (as) but he also had to go
through the realization that his son was suffering at that moment. Yaqoob (as) may not have known
how his son was suffering but he knew that he was. Wading in the water of a dark and deep well. The
water is so cold and the air is so silent. Would you love this to happen to your seven-year-old child?
Then there was the fact that his own children had betrayed him. They had broken their promise to him
and they are the ones who had instigated this tragedy. All that had
happened was their fault. How painful must it have been for a father to see such evil from his own
children? Especially when this father is a prophet of Allah (swt). How could children who were growing
up in the home where the light of guidance from Allah (swt) descends onto wind up doing such evil?
How painful must this have been for Yaqoob (as) to see? So all that Yaqoob (as) could do at this
moment was to have beautiful patience.
 
The Prophet (saw) has said that beautiful patience is the patience where there is no complain
whatsoever. It is where you bear the tragedy without complaining at all. Most people do have patience
when some difficulty or calamity befalls them. But it is the level to which people can have patience
that varies across individuals. Those whose hearts are attached to Allah (swt) can have the most
perfect patience even through the most difficult of trials. These are trials that would break any normal
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perfect patience even through the most difficult of trials. These are trials that would break any normal
person. But those whom Allah (swt) is with can bear those trials with the utmost of patience and
fortitude. It is the most perfect patience with no complaints whatsoever. It is the patience that comes
from realizing that you live only for your Lord and realizing that this trial is from Him (swt) in order to
test you and realizing that He (swt) Knows of your suffering even more than you do. This is the
patience that Yaqoob (as) prayed to Allah (swt) for. So this is the
patience that he had.
 
Notice also the way that Yaqoob (as) dealt with the brothers at this moment. Yaqoob (as) did not
shout or yell at his children in any way. He (as) did not throw them out of the house or hurt them. He
(as) only had this beautiful patience for the sake of his Lord. Everything that Yaqoob (as) did was only
to seek the Pleasure of Allah (swt) so even this patience that he (as) had was only to seek the
Pleasure of Allah (swt). If Yaqoob (as) wanted he could have gotten angry with
the brothers. They had done so much that was deserving of censure and blame. But Yaqoob (as) knew
that Allah (swt) would have been more pleased if he (as) would have controlled his temper. Yaqoob (as)
knew that the preservation of the family was what was most pleasing to Allah (swt). Allah (swt) does
not like to see families broken. Allah (swt) does not like to see family members fighting with each other.
Allah (swt) does not like to see us get angry and raise our voices. So that
is why Yaqoob (as) had this beautiful patience despite all of the evil that his children had done. May
Allah (swt) allow us to take an example from this noble prophet for our lives and our dealings with our
families as well! May Allah (swt) give us this beautiful patience! We ourselves do not have such
patience but it comes only from Allah (swt).
 
In the final part of this ayah Yaqoob (as) says “and Allah is the One Sought for help against all
that you say”. Here Yaqoob (as) is seeking help from Allah (swt) against what they say. Their words
are causing great pain for Yaqoob (as). On the one hand because they are lying and on the other hand
because they are speaking like those who are heedless of Allah (swt).
Thus these words are painful for Yaqoob (as) to hear. He (as) knows that it is only his Lord who can
save him from their words. It is only Allah (swt) Who can give him (as) the patience against what they
say. Only with the Help and the Grace of Allah (swt) can he (as) survive. That is why Yaqoob (as) tells
the brothers in this ayah that he (as) seeks help from Allah (swt) against what they say.
 
One lesson that we can take from this is to realize that we also must be seeking the Help of Allah
(swt) against what the people say. Over the course of our lives we will always hear many people say
many hurtful words. This is especially true if we are among those who hold fast to Allah (swt) and who
call others to Him (swt). There are many people who do not like Muslims. There are many people who
do not like those who call to Allah (swt). Because of this they will often hurt us with words that are
very painful. Words that attack our character and our person. When this happens we must always
remember Allah (swt). We must seek the Help of Allah (swt) against what they say. We must ask Allah
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remember Allah (swt). We must seek the Help of Allah (swt) against what they say. We must ask Allah
(swt) to give us the strength to bear what they say. Even our patience and our fortitude comes from
Allah (swt). Our resolve and our consolation comes from Allah (swt). So when we hear the people
speak hurtful words against us we must always seek the Help of Allah (swt) against what they say.
 
URDU Translation | Dr. Col Muhammad Ayub
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